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Abstract: In the renewable energy source (RES) market, which is highly atomized, business events
play an important role in supporting inter-organizational cooperation. The aim of this paper was to
examine the impact of three characteristics of the events, namely, the location of the event, type of
event (brokerage event versus company mission), and type of leading partner (public versus private),
on the effectiveness of the business events (expressed by the number of meetings during an event and
the number of partnerships initiated as a result of these meetings). We analyzed 304 promotional
events organized in the European RES market. We employed basic statistical tests to verify our
hypotheses. Our findings suggest that (1) the numbers of meetings and partnerships differ depending
on the event’s location (country and region of Europe), (2) the type of the event (brokerage event
versus company mission) affects the numbers of meetings and partnerships (in particular, during
brokerage events (BEs), significantly more meetings take place than during company meetings (CMs)),
and (3) the type of an event’s leading partner (public versus private) has no impact on the numbers of
meetings and partnerships. With its findings, this paper contributes to RES market development and
the theory of inter-organizational relations. It presents meaningful implications and recommendations
for enterprises, business networks, and event managers operating in RES markets.
Keywords: renewable energy source (RES); inter-organizational cooperation; effectiveness;
management; promotion

1. Introduction
Society and the economy face a challenge of the transformation of the structure of energy
sources. According to the Directive (EU) 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
11 December 2018 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources, by 2030, at least 27%
of the energy consumed in the EU is to come from renewable sources [1–6]. The implementation of this
plan will have a positive impact on the quality of the natural environment. In particular, the highly
innovative energy and environmental technologies open up the possibility of minimizing the negative
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impact of human intervention on the natural environment, including the emissions of air pollutants
and greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. At the same time, they increase the competitiveness of
economies [7–12].
The enterprises play a crucial role in this long-term process. Their capacity and efficiency
determine the pace of the transformation. Renewable energy production often depends on local
or regional small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The market for the production and assembly
of equipment for obtaining renewable energy is fragmented/has a different structure in individual
European countries [13,14]. The development of SMEs resulting from their involvement in renewable
energy source (RES) technologies may have a positive impact on stimulating the development of small
businesses, sustainable growth, and high-quality employment, which are created in the EU Member
States by regional and local investments in renewable energy production.
However, most SMEs suffer from resource limitations. One way to overcome these limitations is
to leverage external resources by collaborating with other entities. Therefore, from the point of view
of the development of the RES market and the dissemination of RES technologies, it is important to
support this cooperation. Regional and industry-specific business networks, including technology
transfer networks and centers, can play an important role in this process [15]. They can organize
meetings and integrate environments to stimulate inter-organizational cooperation and thus contribute
to the improvement of innovation and the development of RES technologies. According to Erickson
and Chapman [16], RES technology transfer and collaboration would be a supply impulse on the
RES market.
One of the ways to overcome the limitations faced by SMEs in the RES market is external
cooperation. Inter-organizational cooperation occurs within a frame of supply chains, network
structures, alliances, and industrial clusters. Enterprises cooperate with suppliers, customers,
non-business bodies (e.g., public authorities), and even competitors [17,18]. Collaboration occurs
“when a group of autonomous stakeholders of a problem domain engages in an interactive process,
using shared rules, norms, and structures, to act or decide on issues related to that domain” [19].
External linkages may be a source of relational rents and competitive advantages [20]. In particular,
collaboration leads to an increase in firm performance [21–23]. Additionally, organizations cooperate
with others to overcome limitations of access to resources [24] and to enhance innovativeness [25].
Moreover, inter-organizational cooperation is positively correlated with entrepreneurial orientation,
and it impacts firm performance as strongly as proactiveness [26]. Consequently, we assume that
strengthening inter-organizational cooperation can significantly support the development of enterprises
operating in the RES market as well as the overall RES market.
Despite numerous studies on inter-organizational cooperation, business networks, and the RES
technology and market, there is a research gap related to supporting inter-organizational cooperation
among enterprises operating in the RES market. In particular, the literature lacks studies on the
efficiency of instruments dedicated to supporting cooperation among these enterprises. This also
applies to the instruments for the promotion of RES technologies in the technology transfer network,
especially public networks.
The article is a continuation of the research conducted by the authors in their research laboratory [14].
This paper presents the results of research focused on the instruments used by the Enterprise Europe
Network. This study aimed to fulfill the above-indicated research gap and to examine the effectiveness
of instruments supporting cooperation among enterprises operating in the European RES market.
In particular, this study intended to examine how the effectiveness of events (measured by the number
of partnership-building meetings and the number of established partnerships) is affected by:
1.
2.
3.

The location of the event (country and region of Europe where it takes place);
The type of activity (brokerage event versus company mission);
The main supporting partner (public versus private).
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Furthermore, we aimed to propose recommendations for entities managing events; these
recommendations are to help them to adjust the event’s profile regarding the location, type of event,
and type of the main partner to increase the event’s efficiency in terms of facilitating inter-organization
cooperation in the RES market. This study intended to contribute to RES market development and
inter-organizational relations theory. The planned indication of the ways to increase the effectiveness
of the instruments used in the RES market, along with an explanation of the role of business networks
and events organized within these networks in strengthening the inter-organizational cooperation,
indicates the significance of the study.
The remainder of the article includes the following parts: a literature review and hypothesis
development, the methodology, the results, the theoretical implications and a discussion, the limitations
of the analysis, and future research and conclusions.
2. Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
Inter-organizational cooperation is one of the antecedents leading to business networking. Business
networks consist of actors and relationships (ties). Business networks also incorporate resources, rules,
norms, and sanctions that regulate the interactions among a network’s actors [27]. Networking provides
access to advice, information, knowledge, expertise, and finances, as well as business contacts or
emotional support [28]. Networking plays a crucial role in building and developing social capital [29].
Participation in business networks is expected to increase a firm’s performance [30] and innovation [31].
In particular, business networks have an impact on communication, information exchange, the access to
knowledge, and, consequently, the reduction of total costs [32], enhancing the efficiency of operation [33]
Additionally, business networking can facilitate capturing emerging business opportunities [33,34].
However, larger entrepreneurial networks are not always more beneficial than smaller ones [35].
Networking is perceived as a strategic resource for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [36];
cooperation with other enterprises helps them to overcome limitations of access to resources [24], obtain
access to new markets, and increase the level of their innovativeness [37]. Thus, network relationships
are perceived as a source of competitive advantage [38]. The role of networking is highlighted in the
network theory of competitive advantage [39]. In this line, the advantages of firms embedded in the
network are linked [40].
Business networks are an important element of the business ecosystem, and they can significantly
strengthen business activity. Thus, public policy should support the network’s development, including
subsidizing private network brokers [41]. Business networks play an important role, especially in
emerging markets or underdeveloped regions [42]. Those that are formalized represent a higher
capacity [43]. In terms of fostering innovation, innovation brokers play a special role [7]. They are
broadly defined as “organizations supporting collaboration between two or more parties at different
stages of the innovation process” [14]. The role of innovation brokers covers a wide range of services,
from liaising between the parties, to establishing and mediating relationships, to filling a wide range of
knowledge, competence, and skill gaps [14].
Previous research has shown that many events are organized on the RES market with the view
of supporting the development of RESs by promoting technologies and initiating cooperation [7,14].
The current analysis aims at deepening the previous observations in the context of the effectiveness of
organized events in terms of cooperation support. Bresci and Malerba [41] posit a sector’s impact on
the innovation system. Thus, the RES sectoral innovation system may differ from other sectors and
requires examination. Earlier research has shown a significant geographic diversity in the types of
events used. Numerous studies indicate the impact of the external environment on the functioning
of enterprises [44–46]. Therefore, it is assumed that this diversity is related to local conditions and
may be associated with the different effectiveness of individual types of events in different locations.
Therefore, we propose the following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis H1. An event’s location has a significant impact on the event’s effectiveness in terms of supporting
inter-organizational cooperation in RES markets.
Hypothesis H2. An event’s type has a significant impact on the event’s effectiveness in terms of supporting
inter-organizational cooperation in RES markets.
Our previous research [14] showed the diversity of organized events in terms of the type of
supporting partner, divided by private and public partners. The two types of actors can have different
approaches to supporting business networks and sharing knowledge, and can experience different
limitations [46]. In this study, we wanted to assess whether the choice of supporting partner impacted
the effectiveness of the event in the context of supporting cooperation between market participants.
Therefore, we proposed:
Hypothesis H3. The type of an event’s supporting partner has a significant impact on the event’s effectiveness
in terms of supporting inter-organizational cooperation in RES markets.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sample
Our sample comprised promotional events organized by the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) in
the RES market in Europe. The EEN is the world’s largest network for technology transfer and business
and innovation support. It consists of 625 partner organizations located in over 60 countries [7,8,14].
A statistical and visual analysis of RES promotion instruments (events) was carried out based on data
obtained from the EEN from the years 2017 to 2018. From the entire database numbering 2131 records,
only events related to the promotion of RESs and taking place in Europe were selected. As a result
of the filtering, 304 promotional events were analyzed, divided into two types: brokerage events
(BEs) and company missions (CMs). A brokerage event is a direct form of searching for a partner for
cooperation. It enables the exchange of information on innovative technologies and new trends, as well
as searching for business and technological partners. A company mission is a direct form of reaching
the right potential business partner in the natural place of their activity. It allows familiarization
not only with their possibilities but also with their immediate business and legal environment [8,14].
Both types of events provide opportunities to hold meetings and initiate partnerships. Thus, they can
be considered as instruments supporting cooperation between organizations.
3.2. Variables, Structure of Data, and Description of Statistical Methods
This study examined the effectiveness of instruments supporting inter-organizational cooperation
in RES markets. The effectiveness was measured with two variables: the number of meetings during
events and the number of established partnerships initiated as a result of these meetings. These two
factors were our dependent variables. Our independent variables were three characteristics of the
events, namely, the location of the event, type of event (brokerage event versus company mission),
and type of leading partner (public versus private).
The first stage of statistical analysis was divided into two parts. In the first part, the numeric
data regarding the meetings, which took place as part of the promotional events recorded in the EEN
database, were analyzed. On the other hand, the second part of the study included data on the number
of partnerships established between the entities participating in these events.
The preliminary results of the analysis of the number of meetings taking place within the studied
cases lead to the conclusion that no meeting took place during a significant part of the events. Out of
304 analyzed events, no meetings were recorded in over 86 cases. Thus, at every fourth promotional
event, on average, there was no meeting. This may be due to the fact that the organizer of the leading
event developed the program independently and did not propose cooperation to the EEN.
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To approximate the structure of the number of meetings held as part of individual promotional
events registered in the EEN database, Table 1 presents basic descriptive statistics for events from all
over Europe in total.
Table 1. Basic descriptive statistics for the number of meetings during the analyzed promotional events.
Count

Average

Median

Standard Deviation

Coeff. of Variation

Min.

Max.

304

136.7

55.5

241.9

177%

0

1446

Source: own study.

When analyzing the values of the above statistics, a very large difference can be noticed between the
average value of the number of meetings and the median. Statistically, there were approx. 137 meetings
per one of the 304 analyzed events, while the median for the number of meetings was much lower,
approx. 55.5. This conclusion is confirmed by the value of the coefficient of variation, which is over
176%, indicating a significant variation in the number of meetings. This fact is additionally confirmed
by the value of the range. The difference between the highest and lowest number of matches is 1446.
The values of the above statistics may point to high outliers. The results obtained were also significantly
impacted by the occurrence of a large group of events during which no meetings were recorded. In
conclusion, in the part of the analysis concerning the number of meetings, attention is drawn to the fact
that there is a large variation in the number of meetings for individual events. The results of the above
analysis and the significant variation in the tested values may lead to the formulation of hypotheses
regarding the factors that differentiate the number of meetings during the studied events.
When analyzing the data on the declared cooperation following a promotional event, it can also
be noticed that there were a significant number of events that did not develop into any cooperation.
Out of 304 analyzed events, in 38% of cases, no cooperation was recorded. Thus, the participants of
three out of five promotional events, on average, showed a willingness to cooperate.
Determining the basic descriptive statistics for the number of partnerships recorded in the EEN
database would help to better characterize this variable. The obtained results (see Table 2), similarly to
the analysis of the meetings, indicate a large diversity of the studied set.
Table 2. Basic descriptive statistics for the number of partnerships during the analyzed promotional events.
Count
304

Average Median
32.6

5

Standard Deviation

Coeff. of Variation

Min.

Max.

85.3

263.7%

0

776

Source: own study.

The first symptom is a significant difference between the mean and the median. The analysis
shows that, on average, a promotional event generated approx. 32 business connections. However,
the median for this value is only 5. The large disproportion in the data is additionally demonstrated
by the coefficient of variation amounting to over 260%. This proves that the analyzed data are very
diverse. Therefore, there are two conclusions that emerge from this analysis. First of all, a significant
proportion of the meetings did not have any effect in the form of cooperation. Secondly, there are large
disproportions in the values determining the number of partnerships undertaken for the analyzed
data set.
As already mentioned, the indicated large differences in the sets, concerning the number of
meetings and the number of partnerships, could be related to the existence of factors that significantly
differentiate the analyzed events in the studied aspects.
Therefore, in this study, two categories of factors were selected, the impact of which on the
numbers of meetings and partnerships was examined. The first factor is a geographical one, related to
the place where the event took place, i.e., in which part of Europe and in which country. The second
group of factors is related to the type of event, i.e., its form, and the type of partner supporting the
event. The choice of such factors is related to the fact that the event organizer can decide on the event’s
place, its form, and potential partners.
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In order to analyze the impact of selected factors on the number of meetings and the number of
partnerships during the analyzed events, limit values were defined for three intervals to determine
the size level based on the 33rd and 66th percentiles. To determine them, only the cases were used in
which at least one meeting took place. Thus, four classes were created to define the level of interest in
the meetings, expressed as the number of meetings and the number of partnerships.
In the case of the number of meetings, the division into individual classes based on the
above-mentioned percentiles was as follows:
Level 0—no meetings;
Level 1—low number of meetings—for events with 1 to 61 meetings;
Level 2—average number of meetings—for events with 62 to 142 meetings;
Level 3—large number of meetings—for events with more than 142 meetings.
For the number of partnerships, individual promotional events were grouped according to the
following scheme:
Level 0—no partnerships;
Level 1—low number of partnerships—for events with 1 to 9 partnerships;
Level 2—average number of partnerships—for events with 10 to 32 partnerships;
Level 3—large number of partnerships—for events with more than 32 partnerships.
Moreover, in the analysis of the influence of selected factors, the additional basic measures of
location and dispersion were compared for the number of meetings and for the number of instances
of cooperation, respectively. In order to verify the statistical significance of the indicated differences,
appropriate statistical tests were used.
In order to verify the occurrence of differences in the structure of the number of meetings and the
number of partnerships, the chi-square test of independence, also called the Pearson independence
test [47], was used. The comparative analysis of the position measures was performed using the
one-way ANOVA test and Student’s t-test [47], which allows determining the significance of the
variation in the arithmetic mean among the indicated groups. Since these tests require meeting relevant
assumptions [47], in situations where applying them was not possible (the data did not meet the
appropriate assumptions), one of the two following tests was used—the Mann–Whitney U test and the
Kruskal–Wallis test [48,49]—in which, instead of the arithmetic mean values, the significance of the
differentiation of a given characteristic is determined by comparing the medians. These tests require data
to meet far fewer assumptions. In the analyses in question, all the assumptions required for the described
tests were met. The hypotheses were verified with a 5% significance level. The above-described
tests and analyses were carried out with the Statgraphics 18 software (Statgraphics Technologies, Inc.,
The Plains, VA, USA), while the graphs and drawings included in the article were prepared using Excel
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) and Corel Draw software (Corel, Ottawa, Canada).
4. Results
4.1. The Impact of the Event’s Location on the Number of Meetings and the Number of Partnerships Established
As mentioned, one of the analyzed determinants of the effectiveness of organizing promotional
events is the location of the event.
Figure 1 shows a map of Europe with the marked countries in which the events took place.
The map of each country includes a pie chart with the percentage distribution of the events taking
place there, divided into four levels. In addition, under the name of each country, there is information
on how many of the 304 events surveyed were held there, together with the mean number of meetings
and the median number of meetings taking place within these events.
Upon analyzing the results presented on the map, please note that there are many countries with
too low a number of recorded events for conducting a statistical analysis. The countries with fewer
than three events were considered such countries.
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The proposed arrangement is a conventional division, resulting mainly from geography but also shared
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history and culture (the division of countries into individual regions includes only those countries for
which at least one promotional event was recorded):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Western Europe—United Kingdom, Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and France.
Central Europe—Poland, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovenia, Austria, Germany,
and Switzerland.
Northern Europe—Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Iceland.
Eastern Europe—Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Moldova, Romania, Russia,
and Kazakhstan.
Southern Europe—Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Albania, Montenegro, Spain,
Macedonia, Greece, Malta, Portugal, Turkey, and Italy and Cyprus.

Figure 2 presents the results of the statistical analysis of the data describing the number of meetings
that took place as part of organized events in individual regions of Europe. On the basis of the pie
charts presented on the map, it can be concluded that most of the events with no meetings took place in
Northern Europe (37.9%). A significant percentage of such meetings also took place in Central Europe
(33.8%). In turn, the lowest numbers of such meetings were organized in Southern (20.6%) and Western
Europe (21.38%). In Eastern Europe, the number of events in terms of the respective number levels of
the meetings was the same. When comparing the percentage of promotional events in the group with
the largest number of meetings, Western Europe was the clear leader. In this part of Europe, at least
142 meetings (level 3—high) were held as part of over 35% of the events. Definitely, the lowest number
of such meetings took place in Northern Europe. They accounted for almost 14% of all the events taking
place there. Following this short analysis, it can therefore be concluded that there was a variation in
the structure of the distribution of events in terms of the adopted levels describing the number of
meetings, depending on the region. In this case, the test probability value in the independence test was
0.0142, which means that the indicated differentiation is statistically significant.
This analysis was supplemented by a comparison of the mean number of meetings held as part of
the events in individual regions. The highest mean number of meetings was recorded for Western
Europe. In this part of Europe, there were approximately 183 meetings for each event, i.e., over 140
more than the result obtained for Eastern Europe, where at a single promotional event, there were
fewer than 40 meetings. Generally, there is a noticeable difference between the mean values of the
numbers of meetings for individual parts of Europe. The same is true for the mean value or the
median. This was confirmed by the Kruskal–Wallis test for the equality of the median, in which the
null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that there was a significant variation in the
number of meetings that were part of events organized in individual regions of Europe. Thus, the H1
hypothesis in the part relating to the number of meetings is confirmed. Additionally, it is indicated that
most meetings took place at events organized in Western Europe, and the fewest, in Eastern Europe.
As in the case of the number of meetings, an analysis of the impact of the event’s location on
the number of partnerships was carried out. Figure 3 presents a map with the results of statistical
analysis for the numbers of partnerships in individual European countries. Among all the countries,
Spain was the undisputed leader in terms of the number of partnerships. In this country, there were an
average of 154.5 partnerships for each organized event. This country also had a high percentage of
events with a high number of partnerships. Italy is also one of the countries where the mean value
of partnerships was high, with over 99 partnerships per one of the 15 events. For the remaining
countries, the numbers of cooperating entities observed are much lower. From this perspective, France,
the UK, Belgium, Germany, and Slovenia were still the leaders, with 30–50 partnerships per event.
Countries such as Luxembourg, Moldova, Lithuania, Latvia, and Bulgaria definitely had the lowest
scores from this perspective. In these countries, the average number of partnerships was close to 0,
and, in addition, a significant percentage of events were without any partnerships. Therefore, as in the
case of the number of meetings, there was also a significant variation in the number of partnerships
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with over 99 partnerships per one of the 15 events. For the remaining countries, the numbers of
cooperating entities observed are much lower. From this perspective, France, the UK, Belgium, Germany,
and Slovenia were still the leaders, with 30–50 partnerships per event. Countries such as Luxembourg,
Moldova, Lithuania, Latvia, and Bulgaria definitely had the lowest scores from this perspective. In these
countries, the average number of partnerships was close to 0, and, in addition, a significant percentage of
events were without any partnerships. Therefore, as in the case of the number of meetings, there was also
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was the highest and amounted to nearly 29%. Therefore, it can be concluded that despite the similar
values of the average number of partnerships for these three regions of Europe, a leader can be
distinguished, which is Western Europe.
The second group is Northern and Eastern Europe. The average number of partnerships for
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The second group is Northern and Eastern Europe. The average number of partnerships for these
parts of Europe was close to 10, and the median was 0 for Eastern Europe and 1 for Northern Europe.
These values indicate a much lower effectiveness for the meetings in these European regions compared
to other regions, especially since in these regions, approximately half of the meetings ended without
any cooperation. The indicated differences in the structure of the distribution of the partnership levels
for individual regions, as well as the differences between the medians of the numbers of partnerships,
turned out to be statistically significant, as the test probability values are lower than 0.05.
In conclusion, from this part of the analysis, it can be stated that Western Europe was the region
with the highest effectiveness for the organized events, expressed as the numbers of meetings and
partnerships. This is due to countries such as France and the UK, where promotional events were
highly effective. In this respect, indicators not much lower were obtained for Mediterranean Europe,
where the highest number of meetings and partnerships was observed at events organized in Spain
and Italy. Central Europe demonstrates quite high indexes in terms of the number of meetings and
partnerships. However, in this part of Europe, there are large disproportions in the analyzed values for
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The conclusions drawn from the analysis of the above figure are very similar to those obtained for
the number of meetings. A clear difference between BEs and CMs is noticeable at level 1 and level 3;
i.e., for almost 27% of BEs, the number of cooperative actions undertaken was at a high level. In the
case of CMs, there were fewer than 8% of events that generated a large number of partnerships. On the
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other hand, there were approx. 33% of events that resulted in few partnerships in the CM group, and in
the BE-type meetings, slightly over 15%. The observed differentiation turned out to be statistically
significant because the value of the test probability in the independence test was 0.0001.
The above analysis is complemented by the determination of the basic measures of location and
dispersion for the number of partnerships in the individual types of events. These data are presented
in Table 4. It can be observed that the average value of the number of partnerships for BEs was much
higher than for CMs. The difference is over 30. Additionally, the median value was much higher
for BEs than for CMs. Thus, the conclusions of the analysis based on Figure 6 confirm that BE-type
events result in more partnerships than CM events. In the indicated differentiation, significance was
confirmed by the Mann–Whitney test, for which the test probability value was approx. 0.003 (lower
than the set level of 0.05).
Table 4. Basic descriptive statistics for the number of partnerships, depending on the type of promotional event.
Type of Event
BE
CM

Count Average Median
212
92

41.6
11.1

8
3

Standard Deviation

Coeff. of Variation

Min.

Max.

99.7
23.6

239.8%
212.4%

0
0

776
131

Source: own study.

In conclusion, from this part of the analysis, it should be stated that the hypothesis H2 regarding
the significant impact of the type of event on the number of meetings and the number of established
partnerships was confirmed.
4.3. Impact of the Type of Lead Partner Supporting a Promotional Event on the Number of Meetings and the
Number of Partnerships Established
This part of the work presents the results of the analysis related to the impact of the supporting
partner type on the number of meetings held at a given event and the number of participants
undertaking cooperation.
Figure 7 shows the structure of the number of meetings within individual events according to the
adopted division into appropriate classes related to the percentage of recorded meetings.
The analysis of the above bar chart leads to the conclusion that there was no significant variation
in the distribution of the number of meetings depending on the supporting partner. The differences in
the individual classes were not greater than 3.2 percentage points. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the type of partner does not differentiate the distribution of the number of meetings into particular
levels. This is confirmed by the results of the chi-square test, for which the p-value = 0.9108.
In the further part of this analysis, basic statistics for the number of meetings in individual events
were determined, broken down by the supporting partner selected by the organizer. The determined
measures are presented in Table 5.
Among 247 events in which a public organization was invited to cooperate, the average number
of meetings held was approximately eight times higher than in events in which a private partner was
present. However, the value of the median for the number of meetings was higher for promotional
events in which the supporting partner was a private organization. The indicated differences, however,
did not turn out to be statistically significant, as the test probability values for the tests comparing
the means and medians are much higher than the adopted significance level of 0.05. Additionally,
the differentiation in both groups turned out to be similar, as the value of the coefficient of variation
was approx. 175% in both cases.
In conclusion, from this part of the analysis, it can be stated that the choice of partner had no
significant impact on the number of meetings that took place as part of the organized event. Therefore,
the H3 hypothesis in the part relating to the number of meetings was not confirmed.
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This time, some differences in the schedules for events can be observed depending on the chosen
supporting partner. Firstly, in the case of events supported by a public organization, a higher
percentage of events recorded no partnerships or a number of partnerships at a low level. In both
cases, the difference was approx. 6 percentage points. On the other hand, a difference of over 10
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This time, some differences in the schedules for events can be observed depending on the
chosen supporting partner. Firstly, in the case of events supported by a public organization, a higher
percentage of events recorded no partnerships or a number of partnerships at a low level. In both cases,
the difference was approx. 6 percentage points. On the other hand, a difference of over 10 percentage
points was recorded for a high level of undertaken cooperation (a significant number of entities willing
to cooperate) for events supported by a private organization, compared to events supported by a public
organization. However, following the independence test, it turns out that the observed differentiation
is not statistically significant. The test probability value in this case is 0.2914, which is higher than the
adopted level of 0.05. Therefore, despite the differences, we reject the hypothesis regarding the impact
of the supporting partner on the distribution of the partnership size in the analyzed events.
In order to verify the conclusions, Table 6 presents the values of the basic statistics for the number
of partnerships, for events organized with public and private partners, respectively.
Table 6. Basic descriptive statistics for the number of partnerships, depending on the type of supporting partner.
Type of Partner
public
private

Count Average Median Standard Deviation
247
57

29.3
45.8

4
11

81.3
100.5

Coeff. of Variation

Min.

Max.

278.0%
219.7%

0
0

776
595

Upon analyzing the position measures presented in Table 6, it can be concluded that, however,
the type of partner impacted the effectiveness of the event, as expressed by the number of partnerships.
The average value for the group of events with a private partner was over 15 times higher than the
average for events with a public partner. Additionally, the median value for events supported by a
private partner was higher than the median number of partnerships for promotional events with a
public partner.
However, also in this case, the indicated differences in the values of measures for location did not
turn out to be statistically significant. The test probability value for the Student’s t-test was greater than
0.05. This analysis therefore confirmed the previous results. Thus, the H3 hypothesis that the type of
partner supporting the event significantly influenced the number of partnerships was not confirmed.
5. Theoretical Implications and Discussion
The study’s results indicate the role of inter-organizational cooperation in the RES market. One of
the findings shows that (1) the structure of the distribution of events across the adopted levels of the
number of meetings was diversified, depending on the region; (2) there was a significant variation in
the number of meetings within organized events in individual regions of Europe; and (3) there was a
significant variation in the number of partnerships for one event in individual European countries.
Specifically, the number of meetings and partnerships initiated in association with these events varied
in particular countries and regions. This finding confirms and augments the observation reported in the
previous study, namely, the national and regional diversity of the types of promotional events organized
by the EEN in the RES market in Europe [14]. The authors observed that an event’s effectiveness
differed depending on the event’s location, in line with Cohen [44], Isenberg [50], and Feld [45],
who posit the impact of the local business environment on business activity, as well as with researchers
who observed the impact of the ecosystem on innovation activity [51]; in particular, on national [52]
and regional levels [53].
Our second finding indicates that the type of event (BE versus CM) had a significant impact on the
number of meetings and the number of entities willing to cooperate. There were many more meetings
during BE meetings than in the case of CMs. This observation supports previous findings that public
programs (within innovation ecosystems) promote cooperation with knowledge providers [54]; based
on our findings, we can recommend using brokerage events to enhance cooperation. This is a valuable
indication, as we know that network cohesion and organization have an impact on network-related
success factors [55]. In this context, promotional events (including BEs and CMs) are elements
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of a network’s infrastructure that have the potential to strengthen partnerships within networks
and access to diverse information (which results in an increase in innovation) [56]. In general, our
findings are in line with Rosson and Seringhaus [57], who posited that events such as trade shows
are potential networking forums for their participants. In a similar vein, Evers and Knight [58]
observed that trade shows make an important contribution to the establishment and enhancement of a
network infrastructure that enables firms to grow and expand internationally. In the broader context,
the evidenced varying impact of an event’s type corresponds with the concept of social capital [29]
by indicating the role of the structure of an event’s participants (specific for the examined types of
events) for the effectiveness of the event. Additionally, the observed dependence on an event’s type
corresponds with the concept of the network theory of competitive advantage [59] and should help
to build this advantage through the utilization of proper types of events. Finally, we observed that
the choice of a partner did not have a significant impact on the number of meetings that took place
as part of the organized event. We reject the hypothesis regarding the influence of the supporting
partner on the distribution of the size of cooperation in the analyzed events. This suggests that the
differences between private and public partners [14] are taken into account by event organizers and
adjusted to the local character, so as to ensure high effectiveness for the events. This observation offers
some solutions important for supporting the RES sectoral innovation system. This approach is in line
with Bresci and Malerba [41] and their observation regarding the need to adjust an innovation system
to a sector’s specifics.
6. Limitations of Analysis and Future Research
When interpreting the results, it is necessary to take into account certain limitations related to the
variables, as well as the method and the research sample. In our research model, we included only five
variables. The effectiveness of the events in terms of supporting cooperation was measured by two
parameters: the number of meetings held during the events and the number of partnerships initiated
as a result of meetings held during the events. The adoption of these parameters was related to the
availability of data; however, taking into account other parameters would help to better reflect the
effectiveness of the meetings. The study considered the potential impact of three variables: the event
location, event type, and lead event partner type. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of events in the
context of supporting cooperation may also be influenced by other factors. It should also be noted
that our analysis included events organized by only one of the business networks, i.e., the Enterprise
Europe Network, and the behavior of its participants. In the analyzed sample, only one event was
reported in several countries (while the maximum number of events for a country was 43); however,
we explored the countries where at least three events within the EEN network were recorded. To
overcome this insufficiency, we additionally analyzed the number of meetings and partnerships
in the studied promotional events in terms of the European region in which the event took place.
Thus, our research sample did not represent the entire population of the potential determinants of
efficiency and the use of statistical methods that would allow operating on the European RES market.
The analyzed data enabled us to examine only two types of events (namely, brokerage events and
company missions), while other types took place as well. The aforementioned limitations suggest
proposals for further research directions. In future research, it would be advisable to take into account
a wider spectrum of variables, in particular, an assessment of the relationship between the variables
and possible moderating effects. Their definition would be useful for improving the effectiveness of
activities supporting cooperation and the development of partner networks, as well as the development
of the RES market. This, in turn, is important from the perspective of disseminating RES technologies
and achieving ambitious goals in the field of energy policy. Additionally, the inclusion of other types
of events (such as workshops, seminars, trade shows, exhibitions, and fairs) is recommended, as they
may also support cooperation in the RES market. The incorporation of additional variables (such as the
number of participants or the characteristics of an audience (e.g., national versus international)) would
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enable us to deepen our knowledge about the mechanism behind initiating partnerships through RES
promotional events.
7. Conclusions
Our study offers meaningful implications and recommendations for enterprises, business networks,
and event managers operating in RES markets. The key message for practitioners is that BEs are more
effective in terms of supporting inter-organizational cooperation than CMs. In particular, BE meetings
take place in a much greater number than CM meetings; the number of meetings is one of the
determinants of effectiveness. These observations are valuable for both events’ organizers (how to
profile their event to maximize its efficiency) and events’ participants (what event to choose to increase
their chance of finding a new partner and initiating a new partnership).
This study contributes to RES market development and inter-organizational relations theory.
The findings of this paper explain the role of business networks and the events organized within these
networks in strengthening inter-organizational cooperation. In particular, this study shows ways to
increase the effectiveness of the instruments used in the RES market, and it indicates their diversity in
terms of locations and types. With these findings, the study contributes to the concept of the sectoral
innovation system, indicating several specifics of the RES innovation system.
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